
    H.O.W. History of Wisdom (lyrics) 

Hook: 

 

Hey Ya, Hey Ya People. 

History of Wisdom Peaceful  

Hey Ya, Hey Ya People. 

History of Wisdom  

 

Verse: 

 

We need everybody's help keep history learn alive 

Iroquois governance teach balance to the "Wise The Dome", dictator slow to know quickening 

the lies 

Out of its League Earth as is in Heaven spiritual surprise 

 

Generate healing energy within the flesh 

Ohm, natural building cells pray it into bless 

The people need the patient love calm it down to catch a breath 

Share knowledge, lost too many from the sickness profit mess 

 

General relevance Human Spirit everybody going through 

All the people in the world eek the G into the news 

Whatever it is "let the beat ride" sompn' true 

It's a story of the world times up now we choose 

 

 

 



Senior Advocate please respect a bit 

Calm it down, at least to let us be to mutually benefit 

History of wisdom keepin' on steady educate 

Self knowledge "round for the Brethren" effortless 

 

 

Hook: 

 

Hey Ya, Hey Ya People. 

History of Wisdom Peaceful  

Hey Ya, Hey Ya People. 

History of Wisdom (2 times) 

 

Verse: 

 

"Owlin Peace Ian Blood Story" strong together blessin' 

Careful Team, very special,  tuck away if mess is messin' 

Trust us, all they see is who survived the lesson 

Ain't a joke teach respect we are each other pressin' 

(Expression, pressin’ prophecy etc...             ) 

 

Only limits, censor claims of no limits in the flesh (because "tampers" and the Chinese king said 

"no limits" to their loyalty...obviously the promise couldn't hold...like we said, "no limits like no 

limits") 

Lighten up its Armageddon "All a G" is Spirit breath 

Mouths of fear couldn't chill to lesson learn respect 

Time's up welcome to the peace Perdition next 

 



Men Perdition go for Harvest reason when it's gone 

G.O.D. ecology a blood Story song 

Lift the spirit high in spite of the autocratic wrong 

Patient with the story God's time is really really long 

 

Reconciliation Spirit laws to find a heart 

Everyday they no respect let's sweep it up into the art 

Brush the dust, teach the bullies something positive is smart 

Treasure peace within the families we nurture every start (love-echoes) 

 

Hook: 

 

Hey Ya, Hey Ya People. 

History of Wisdom Peaceful  

Hey Ya, Hey Ya People. 

History of Wisdom (2 times) 

 

Outro: 

 

Peace. May the love that knits all of our hearts together help the "left right and feathers in 

between" to heal from extremes cause extremes through common health and public health and 

life needs. 

Like the Democracy Spirit after World War II a new consensus is forming. A Biosphere 

paradigm. That's naturally inclusive, good for business, and public health...as opposed to the 

autocratic patriarchy censorships. Their greatest adversary is truth...calling honest history 

divisive is a trick. So, to the Free Press, alone do we owe our Liberty and the Good People of 

Earth. 

Respect the roots of Owlin peace...on Earth as it is in Heaven. Peace 


